ENERGY REALITIES
How much do we use?
How much will we use?
What do we use it for?
Where do we get it?
Where should we get it?
**********************************

World Energy Use
Total consumption of Primary Energy for all purposes.
This quantity is often presented in quads.
1 quad = 1 quadrillion btu = 33.4 Gigawatt-yr; (1 btu/hr = .293 watts; 8760 hrs/yr)
TW-yr stands for Terrawatt-year (one trillion average continuous watts for a year.)
(2012 Data from the Energy Information Agency of the U.S. Department of Energy.)
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Increasing Share for Electricity
Electricity
46%
Of Total

Electricity
41%
Of Total

2035
12 TW
2015
7.8 TW

IMPORTANT NOTE: Only about 1/3 of this Thermal Input is converted to Electrical Output.
The rest is lost as heat.
Also note:
* World energy demand is increasing rapidly.
* World electricity demand is increasing even more rapidly.
* U.S. demand is increasing relatively slowly.
* U.S. demand percentage is actually declining.
(What do these facts suggest about the effectiveness of Conservation in the U.S.?)
(What do these facts suggest about the potential effectiveness of Renewables?)
World Electricity Use of 2300 GW
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World Electricity Use of 2300 GW
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This data makes clear the pressure for increased energy supplies. The majority of the world’s population is in
great need of energy for clean water, sewage disposal, laundry, heating and cooling, communication,
transportation, and the release of human potential.
The chart does not include population growth toward 9 billion or more, mostly in energy-poor countries.
Over 10 times the U.S. population subsists on a continuous average of 85 watts or less.
Americans use 1,500!
2300 GW = 2.3 TW(e) correlates with the preceding chart as approximately 1/3 of 7.8 TW(th).
**********************************

Conservation Won’t Stop the Growth!
(SCENARIO: US cuts per capita energy use in half
While the Rest of the World grows to the same level.)
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ENERGY USE 2016
NATURAL
GAS
22%
BIOMASS 8%

COAL 26%

HYDRO 6%
NUCLEAR 4%

OIL 31%

RENEWABLES 3%

WORLD

COAL
16.1%

NATURAL
GAS
29%
BIOMASS 4.8%
HYDRO 2.5%

OIL
36.3%

NUCLEAR 8.6%
RENEWABLES 2.6%

U.S.
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Note: Biomass is regularly included in the so-called “Renewables” portfolio. However, it still
contributes CO2, and is often energy intensive to produce and extract. Therefore, in this analysis, only
Hydro, Nuclear and Renewables such as Solar, Wind and Geothermal are considered truly “Green”.
Also note that most major sources of Hydro have already been tapped, and many are declining due to
weather changes and silting. As a measure of the challenge to suggested “All Renewable” solutions,
Renewables would have to expand by 33X to meet 2016 demand levels and 45X to meet the projected
demand in 2035! This is huge with respect to Cost, Materials, and Land Use.
Note that Nuclear provides 8.6% of U.S. total energy, 22% of U.S. Electricity Generation.
Also, the largest source of Green Energy in the world is Hydro; in the U.S. it’s Nuclear.
2015 to 2050 EIA Projections (2017) for the world:
Energy Consumption increase from 575.4 to 813.7 quads (+41%).
Population growth from 7.254 to 9.525 billion (+31%).
CO2 production increase from 33.9 to 42.7 Gigatons (+26%).
Notes on the Following Illustrations:
After seeing the breakdown of energy use for the world as a whole on page 4, we focus on sources and energy uses
for the United States in particular, the most energy-use-intensive country on earth, a profile toward which other
nations are headed. This is data from Lawrence Livermore Labs and the U.S. Department of Energy.
The chart on page 6 is very informative. On the left side are listed 9 principal Sources of Primary Energy. On the
right are 4 principal Energy Services sectors. Energy flows directly into those 4 sectors and into a 5th area which is
Electricity Generation. Electricity is not an Energy Service, per se. Rather, it is an Energy Carrier, and its output
is directed into the 4 Energy Services sectors.
On page 7 we extract and rearrange the data to look at the End Use side of the matter in a slightly different way.

In the top pie-chart we see the 4 end-use sectors (Transportation, Industrial, Residential and Commercial)
in receipt of their non-electrical input plus an input into Electricity Generation.
The substantial heat losses for Transportation and Electricity Generation (tailpipe, smoke stack, cooling
tower, etc.) are shown by the grooved portions in each sector. This is relevant to proposed conversion to
electric vehicles because the inefficiency in the Electricity Generation process which would support this
conversion will remain a challenge.
Currently, the Electrical output is distributed roughly equally amongst Industrial, Residential, and
Commercial, almost none to Transportation.
In the bottom pie-chart we see the result of these 5 inputs and 4 final Energy Services outputs. Note that
two thirds of the energy we put in to the system is lost as rejected energy, ultimately heat.
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Energy Sources and Uses
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Energy Use in an Affluent Society
The U.S. in 2015
INPUT TO CONVERSION AND SERVICES SECTORS:
TRANSPORTATION
28.4%

INDUSTRIAL
Heat

21.8%
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HEAT
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RESIDENTIAL
Heat

6.7%
ELECTRICITY
39%
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HEAT
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COMMERCIAL
Heat

4.2%

END RESULT:
ENERGY SERVICES:
INDUSTRIAL
20%
REJECTED
ENERGY
60.6%

RESIDENTIAL
7.5%
TRANSPORTATION
6%
COMMERCIAL
5.8%
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Renewables Considered
As humans have expanded their use of external energy over the millenia, they have changed and improved
sources and methods of conversion to develop technologically modern methods suited to the flexibility
and variety of need.
Modern Energy Is:
- Extracted from energy-dense sources
- Converted by compact machinery
- Available on-demand at full power
- Locatable anywhere
- Mobile as required
Wind and Solar have NONE of these key characteristics, besides needing backup Storage or other
auxiliary energy on standby. Storage means 2 additional losses, in and out. Before we even consider how
deeply inefficient and environmentally damaging they are, we see that they are technologically backwards.
To be sure, thousands of talented scientists and engineers, encouraged by financial and idealistic support
from the public, governments, industry and academia, are making remarkable technological improvements
to these technologies. Nevertheless, the over-all intentional movement is in the wrong direction. If we
try to employ these means as the primary way to deal with the problem of excess CO2 production and
pollution, we will only delay the ultimate solution, not to mention the opportunity to address poverty and
expand our creative activities through the use of more energy.

Wind and Solar: Demand on the Land
TO GENERATE 1 GIGAWATT AVERAGE
WIND
100 sq.mi.
minimum

SOLAR
50 sq.mi.

POWER PLANT
1/3 sq. mi.

(Expert estimates vary widely, but these are
useful general measures)
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Wind and Solar: Demand on Material

At end of life (substantially shorter than the life of conventional power plants) much of this material must
be disposed of. At present this includes radioactive Indium in solar panels, glass, silicon, steel, and
reinforced polymer in turbine blades, also the disposal of large quantities of caustic, dangerous, and
carcinogenic materials used in their original production. If we include proposals for large-scale battery
backup, we are adding large amounts of mining and material usage well beyond current availability and
industrial capacity for copper, zinc, lead, lithium, etc.
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What about Nuclear?
Today, objection to Nuclear Power is strong amongst Progressive Environmentalists. This objection is
seriously overblown, based on misinformation and irrational fear. Nuclear Power generation is not a
mysterious beast that can reach out and grab you by the ankle. It’s just a technology. Like other
technologies it has some associated dangers. As with other technologies, these dangers may be readily
and robustly addressed.
Principal Fears:
- Nuclear accidents and radiation exposure
- Radioactive Waste Storage
- Nuclear Proliferation

FEAR 1 of 3:

Accidents and Radiation

Believe it or not, in terms of fatalities, Nuclear is safer than Solar and safer than Wind.
(Per Terrawatt-hour: Solar, 0.40; Wind, 0.16, Nuclear, 0.04)

The fact that there have been only 3 significant power plant accidents in the entire Nuclear Era, and that
only one resulted in significant human injury speaks for inherent safety, not danger. Furthermore, the
worst accident, Chernobyl, is not really relevant since it was a faulty plant, being recklessly operated, with
no containment structure. Common accidents in other sectors routinely take more human lives. Three
Mile Island occurred during the early years when rather cavalier and careless practices were common.
That has changed – dramatically – in the ensuing years. Fukushima was not a reactor failure at all. It was
a failure of basic plant engineering and design of ancillary cooling systems, and the utility had been warned
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about the danger years before. Stringent oversight and regulation would have avoided this accident
entirely.
Fear of radiation from Nuclear Power Generation is not rational, nor is it based on any reasonable Risk
Assessment. We live in a sea of radiation, from the earth and the heavens. Four fifths of the radiation we
will receive in our life times is occurring constantly from these sources. Almost all of the rest will come
from medical diagnostic and treatment procedures. A banana is radioactive, and so are you. Taking a
flight from New York to Los Angeles exposes you to more radiation than living next to a nuclear power
plant for a year. So does eating a banana a day. Moreover, our bodies are well-evolved to deal with this
constant exposure. Second by second, every cell in your body employs its elegant internal machinery to
repair natural radiation-induced damage. Research has shown that slightly elevated exposure to radiation
actually improves these capabilities. It’s only when large doses are received in a short period of time that
the body is overwhelmed and injured. The measurable radiation releases from Three Mile Island and
Fukushima were insignificant and non-deadly, contrary to common fear-mongering claims in print and
the media.

FEAR 2 of 3:

Radioactive Waste Storage

The first thing to say about material currently discarded from nuclear power plants is that it is not really
waste. It is spent fuel. Furthermore, it is only “spent” with respect to the technology of the reactor.
Generally, 90+% of the potential harvest-able energy is still contained in the fuel rods. This means that
using this material in a different type of reactor or reprocessing the material can result in a much smaller
volume of material which must be sequestered in some manner.
What’s in it? Three things: (1) Mostly Uranium 238 (non-fissile and very mildly radioactive – you could
carry it in your pocket ), (2) transuranic elements like Plutonium (fissile and moderately radioactive), and
(3) Fission Products (non-fissile and highly radioactive). To better understand these characteristics it is
important to remember that the longer the half-life of a radioactive element the lower its radioactivity.
(Simply put, it radiates less frequently.)
(1) If we were to reprocess the material by separating it and then returned the U-238 majority to the mine
from which it came, we would actually reduce the radioactivity in that location because the depleted
Uranium would be slightly less radioactive than when it was originally extracted. Another option for this
material is to use it in a breeder reactor where it would be converted into Plutonium-239, then fissioned
to extract more energy. It does not require long-term secure storage.
(2) If we reprocess the spent fuel and extract the Plutonium we can reuse it as nuclear fuel. France does
this regularly. We stopped doing this in the U.S. years ago because of [unreasonable] fear of proliferation.
Modern Generation IV reactors have the potential to produce much less of this material in the first place
and consume the material left over from the legacy operations of the last 60 years. Because this plutonium
and other transuranics have intermediate half-lives and radioactivity, these are the materials that are often
cited as requiring tens or hundreds of thousands of years of secure storage. Especially after separation
from the bulk of the spent fuel this storage may be readily and safely achieved in various geological
settings such as Yucca Mountain or in deep impervious strata of various types.
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(3) Because the vast majority of the fission products have short half-lives, this component of the spent
fuel decays to background level very quickly. 90% of the radioactivity will have decayed away in 10
years and the small remainder needs no more than 300 years storage, which is a perfectly manageable
time span considering the fact that many of our architectural structures have lasted much longer than 300
years. Many of these materials actually have useful medical and technical applications.

FEAR 3 of 3:

Proliferation

It is theoretically possible for material from nuclear power plants to be diverted to nuclear weapons, but
extremely unlikely. No one has ever used this method to make a bomb. The radioactive mix in an
operating power reactor is too “hot”, too low-grade, and too difficult to handle and separate. The
possibility of surreptitious removal of core material from an operating reactor borders on the ridiculous.
To produce weapons-suitable Uranium and Plutonium, easier and more direct technologies are employed,
nowadays centrifuges for Uranium enrichment and specialized reactors to produce Plutonium 239. In the
case of Uranium, even if you extracted it from a conventional power reactor, you would have to go through
the enrichment process anyway. This isotopic enrichment wouldn’t even be possible for the Plutonium.
Nevertheless, this is a matter that must be dealt with carefully and thoroughly under international
agreement. Fortunately, we already have in place a professional organization operating under the auspices
of a series of international treaties, the IAEA, International Atomic Energy Agency. This group of
professionals has been monitoring nuclear power facilities for decades in an effective way. For some of
the modern nuclear reactor designs additional methods and regulations will need to be developed, but this
is a tractable matter and preliminary efforts have already begun.

MODERN NUCLEAR
And now for the exciting part! There are many academic and commercial efforts now underway which
will make nuclear energy production even more compelling and much more economical. These new (or
renewed) reactor designs are commonly referred to with two descriptors: Generation IV Reactors and
Small Modular Reactors.
Most of the world’s 450+ reactors now in operation are Generation II & III reactors. Those now under
construction are Generation III+ and include advanced control and safety characteristics which make them
much less susceptible to accident. However, almost all of these reactors are water-cooled (and moderated)
which is the reason they are so large and costly to build. Modern reactors can be much smaller, quickly
built on an assembly line, and readily moved to almost any location. They can be used in remote or
industrial settings or combined in a large power plant. They can produce electricity more efficiently. In
addition, they can be utilized for industrial heat and for desalination of sea water.
Of the many designs now under development we will look at one, the Molten Salt Reactor. This reactor
type is compact, economical, and walk-away safe. Furthermore, it has zero danger of hydrogen explosion,
steam explosion, or meltdown. A prototype reactor was successfully tested for almost five years at our
Oak Ridge National Laboratories in the 1960’s.
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The current water-cooled reactors are descendent from the reactors first developed to power a nuclear
navy. In this setting, and at a power level much below that of a power plant, they are a reasonable design.
The U.S. Navy has logged over 5,600 reactor years without an accident! However, they are complicated
and susceptible to a variety of serious stresses when employed in a large power plant. Uranium dioxide
is pressed into little pellets and slid into long zirconium tubes which are then constantly bathed in pumped
pressurized water which moderates the nuclear reaction, cools the fuel, and transfers the heat to generating
machinery. As the uranium fissions, gaseous fission products build up inside the fuel tubes creating voids,
“poisoning” the reaction, cracking the fuel and stressing the zirconium tubes. This is why they must be
removed from the reactor before the energy potential has been fully realized and then treated as waste.
In a Molten Salt Reactor the fuel material, a Uranium, Plutonium, or Thorium salt, is dissolved in a molten
carrier salt which is a fluoride or chloride mixture. Since the fuel is dissolved in the salt, all the heat stress
issues of solid fuels are gone. Since the fissioning material is homogeneously mixed with the salt, the
fluid can be circulated directly through a heat exchanger, making the design extremely simple (sometimes
called “A pot, a pipe, and a pump.”) Since there is no water, there can be no steam explosion. Since there
is no zirconium, there can be no hydrogen explosion. Meltdown is not relevant. If all the pumping power
is accidentally cut off, the salt automatically drains into a tank where it simply solidifies, simultaneously
retaining the fission products of greatest concern, especially Cesium 137 and Iodine 131. The reactor does
not require a massive concrete and steel containment structure or a thick heavy forged steel vessel.
Because it can operate at much higher temperature than water-cooled reactors, it can produce electricity
with greater efficiency and serve in industrial heat and desalination applications. This a simplified account
and there are other advantages, also several other Generation IV designs.

A Rough Comparison:
Gen III Pressurized Water Reactor
Above Ground
80’ diameter X 120’ high
Complex On-site construction
10-15 years

Gen IV Molten Salt Reactor
Below Ground
20’ diameter X 35’ high
Factory Construction
One per Day
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Further Exploration:
The author would neither expect nor want you to take his word for the validity of the preceding analysis.
However, he would beg you to reevaluate your certainties through exploration of facts and a little basic
arithmetic. There are numerous sources for factual information:
As a gentle, easy – and delightful – starting point, watch the following short video. Rosling doesn’t even
discuss alternative energy sources, but he makes the need very clear in a compelling way.
-Hans Rosling, “The Magic Washing Machine”, Dec., 2012 TED talk https://youtu.be/BZoKfap4g4w
In the following videos Michael Shellenberger, a former son-of-hippies “green” enthusiast, gives quiet, intelligent
support for his reasoned reconsideration of his former certainties about renewables and nuclear.
TED Summit June, 2016, Banff “How fear of nuclear power is hurting the environment” (13:58)
https://youtu.be/LZXUR4z2P9w
TED x CalPoly, Jan. 5, 2017 “How Fear of Nuclear Ends” (22:55)
https://youtu.be/mI6IzPCmIW8
TED x Berlin, Nov. 17, 2017 “Why I changed my mind about nuclear power” (20:29)
http://youtu.be/ciStnd9Y2ak
TED x Danubia, Jan. 07, 2019 “Why Renewables Can’t Save the Planet”
https://youtu.be/N-yALPEpV4w

Voices of Women Contributors:
Kirsty Gogan, Executive Director, Energy for Humanity https://youtu.be/rlEttVCIqdk
Rachel Pritzker, TED x BeaconStreet, https://youtu.be/ETFkztcoMVc

Sunniva Rose, Norway, https://youtu.be/oTKl5X72NIc?t=32
Gwyneth Cravens’ book, listed below, also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9jo7FOkNyo
Mothers for Nuclear, listed below, also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lceq5rp4Okg
Caroline Cochran, Oklo Inc. [see Baranwal ref video below]
Dr. Rita Baranwal, Asst.Secretary, U.S.D.O.E., https://youtu.be/OGJgtIwrsDM
Dr. Leslie DeWan, Transatomic Power (now closed),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUH0OQd8XJc
Dr. Elisa Capelli, Delft University, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGP8iRdi2Wc#action=share
Dr. Ralucca Scarlatt, University of Wisconsin www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYBBriQeD5E
Dr. Sylvie Delpech, University of Paris, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBEjys1SKCQ
Dr. Cathy Thiriet https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuQd-Ki4uco
Baroness Bryony Worthington, U.K. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnjYe1ve560
Agneta Rising, Director General of the World Nuclear Association
Christine Svinicki, Chairman, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rumina Velshi, president and CEO of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
Special thanks to Marie Curie, Maria Goeppert-Mayer (physics Nobelists),
& Lise Meitner (who should have been)
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Google Talks:
-Dr. Joe Bonometti, 11/18/08, What Fusion Wanted to Be, 55 minutes
-Dr. Robert Hargraves, 05/26/09 Aim High, 60 minutes
-Kirk Sorensen, 07/20/09, Lessons from the Liquid Fluoride Reactor, 82 minutes
(Numerous informative videos from Sorensen available online.)
Books:
Power to Save the World, Gwyneth Cravens
Super Fuel, Richard Martin
Terrestrial Energy, William Tucker
Thorium, Energy Cheaper than Coal, Robert Hargraves
The First Nuclear Era, Alvin Weinberg
Atomic Awakenings, James Mahaffey
The Nuclear Energy Option, Bernard Cohen

Many other sources:
Thoriumremix (Gordon McDowell, dedicated lay enthusiast, has travelled at his own expense, filmed
interviews and conferences, and combined and edited many hours of useful information.)
Thorium Energy Alliance (Many excellent presentations at a series of conferences, thanks to John
Kutsch, director.)
Energy From Thorium (Trove of papers, data, and forum discussions from one of the foremost advocates
of modern nuclear energy, Kirk Sorensen.)
roadmaptonowhere.com, The Myth of Powering the Nation with Renewable Energy
The 12 chapter review on this site is an easy read that tells the story factually and compellingly.
Atomic Insights, Rod Adams draws from professional experience with a wealth of information.
-Feature films:

Pandora’s Promise, Robert Stone
La face gachee du nucleaire, Myriam Tonelotto

Commercial efforts:
Terrestrial Energy (This Canadian company is a solid leader in development and deployment of modern
nuclear energy. Check out their website and talks by their CEO, Simon Irish, and Chief Scientist, Dr.
David LeBlanc.)
Some of the other companies actively engaged in design, research, and licensing activities:
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Copenhagen Atomics, Elyssium Industries, Flibe Energy, Global First Power, Holtec, Kairos Power,
Moltex, mPower, NuScale, Oklo, Seaborg Technologies, StarCore Nuclear, Terra Power, Thorcon,
U-Battery, Ultra Safe Nuclear, & X-Energy + BARC (India) and CAS (China).

Organizations:
EIA (The Energy Information Agency of the Department of Energy has reams of accessible data on energy
sources and usage in the U.S. and the World.)
World Nuclear News provides daily updates.
The Breakthrough Institute (Wide-ranging discussions of environmental issues.)
Environmental Progress (Trenchant, succinct analysis of energy and nuclear facts.)
WIN Women in Nuclear
Energy for Humanity

Mothers for Nuclear (Founded by two young mothers, operators at Diablo Canyon in California.)
Generation Atomic (Efforts to promote nuclear with the public in an accessible manner.)
The Third Way (Neutral efforts to unite right and left, leading to congressional action.)
NERI (Nuclear Energy Research Institute does thorough analysis and research supporting the future
deployment of nuclear energy.)
U.S. Government Research Labs:
Idaho National Laboratory
Argonne National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Sandia National Laboratory
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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